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1: Manning | Soft Skills
Books shelved as soft-skills: How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie, The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Pers.

I found the first pages to be helpful. In fact, they were a great source of inspiration. However, as an engineer
who is just about to enter the workforce full time, there are certain parts of the book where it is clear that the
author is stretching himself too thin while trying to hit his content quotas. The resume writing section is decent
food for thought but horrible advice. It makes the person seem fake or, worse, manufactured. The reasons why
are often covered in interviews with high-profile professionals on finance and CS forums. The financial
section is the worst part of the book. I admit that there is some sound advice. Where it falls apart is in the
options section. He is suggesting you fool around with options as a form of income, and, not only that, but
dives right into some rather complex strategies. This advice is given at the cost of glossing over Roth and
traditional IRAs as if they are just for those who are self-employed. However, I can imagine it working really
well for someone making a big-boy developer salary in the middle of nowhere, like when the author lived in
Boise, Idaho. The "you might already know Though the author covers debt, assets and liabilities, etc, I think
there is a lot more to be said about credit cards and the benefits of using one, building credit, etc. Again, the
options trading aspect was just completely out of place. Also, I feel the financial section misleadingly makes
the long-term stock market out to be an overall inferior option. The most common advice now on forums and
certain blogs is to just throw your money in a l0w-fee mutual fund tracking an index, but this was not covered
in the book at all. The fitness aspect was well written and addresses most of the issues people face. I really
liked the citing of research regarding the reward effect that buying expense shoes or training equipment has. I
also like the get-out-and-do-it attitude here. I found his evaluation of different technical gizmos to be
antithetical when paired with the fact that buying all these things up front is probably going to lessen your
motivation and make you look like a tool. I am more dedicated to improving myself after reading this book
and feel it addresses the most common plights of programmers. For most, however, I surmise that the hardest
thing about digesting the content of this book will be picking up the book in the first place.
2: Hand Book On Soft Skillse-book - Doc Download - CiteHR
The Power of Soft Skills is an activity-based workbook aimed at improving critical soft skills, or 'people skills,' deemed
necessary for academic, personal, social, and professional success. It identifies the top 50 personality traits and
character attributes rarely taught in school.

3: Soft Skills - Free download, Code examples, Book reviews, Online preview, PDF
John Sonmez is a software developer and the author of two best-selling books, The Complete Software Developer's
Career Guide and Soft Skills: The Software Developer's Life Manual.

4: Popular Soft Skills Books
The most common issue challenging young people in the workplace is the lack of soft skills. The issue is becoming
greater as time goes by and is hindering much young talent because they don't know how to accurately express and
carry themselves.

5: Develop Your Soft Skills For Workplace Success
Soft Skills: The software developer's life manual is a unique guide, offering techniques and practices for a more
satisfying life as a professional software developer. In it, developer and life coach John Sonmez addresses a wide range
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of important "soft" topics, from career and productivity to personal finance and investing, and even fitness.

6: Soft Skills eBook | SkillSurvey
Soft Skills: The software developer's life manual is a guide to a well-rounded, satisfying life as a technology professional.
In it, developer and life coach John Sonmez offers advice to developers on important "soft" subjects like career and
productivity, personal finance and investing, and even fitness and relationships.

7: Soft Skills: The Software Developer's Life Manual by John Z. Sonmez
Soft skills - leadership, team building, communication, decision making, time management, stress management,
interview skills etc. - allow us to effectively and efficiently use our technical skills and knowledge.
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